
TEST: AQVOX MIC 2A / D MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER

 

 

Sound magician
When a high-end manufacturer cheats and develops equipment for studio professionals, success is not always
inevitable. But in the case of the Aqvox microphone preamplifier, there is a happy ending.
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By Hans-Günther Beer 

Exceptionally good readings on paper were never Carlos Candeias' thing, he was always only concerned with the good
sound. Born in Berlin and offspring of a Spanish-Portuguese immigrant family, he founded his first company during his
studies at the Berlin Technical University and dealt with improving the sound of hi-fi equipment. In the mid-1990s,
Candeias made a name for itself in the high-end scene with developments for the Japanese company CEC. He then
spent a lot of time in Taiwan, Japan and China, and emigrating to Asia was only a matter of time. After a German banker
rejected a loan request on the grounds that he was not sufficiently trustworthy as a Southerner, Candeias finally packed
his bags and set up his company in Shanghai. There, Candeias Engineering deals with the development of high-quality
audio electronics for third-party manufacturers, and the German Aqvox Audio Devices with its headquarters in Hamburg
was founded. Under this label, the resourceful developer in China produces the microphone preamplifier MIC 2 A / D, the
subject of this test, in addition to the phono preamplifier Phono 2 Ci and the D / A converter USB 2 D / A.

The heart of the two-channel preamplifier are the so-called CC modules. Here the developers use the top version CC80,
which, according to their own statements, is equipped with particularly high-quality and selected transistors and
resistors. The CC modules are universal amplifier modules that are symmetrical from input to output. Candeias calls the
circuit concepts implemented there LEF (Load Effect Free) and Current Injection. The circuit is designed in such a way
that distortions should be minimized from the outset instead of reduced by means of over-all negative feedback.

The preamplifier MIC 2 A / D has two such encapsulated modules (see picture on page 88), in which the built-in LEDs do
not serve as a show effect, but take on voltage-stabilizing tasks. However, the illuminated modules still look impressive.
This cannot necessarily be said of the external appearance of the MIC 2 A / D. It is neither particularly generous in its
dimensions, nor does it look unusual - a well-made 19-inch device. But on closer inspection, the preamplifier reveals its
special features, and there are quite a few of them. Its construction is unquestionably solid and trustworthy, all switches
and controls make a very good impression on the touch. The equipment turned out to be downright wasteful for a two-
channel preamplifier,

It starts with the connections. On the front there are two XLR sockets for the microphones and two jack sockets for
guitar or bass. On the back, things really get down to business. A line-in and line-out as well as a send and return socket
in XLR format, of course symmetrically wired, are installed there as well as two additional jack outputs and again line-in
and line-out as asymmetrical RCA / Cinch sockets. Since the preamplifier has a digital section, it delivers the digitized
analog signals both via an XLR socket in AES / EBU format and in S / PDIF format via an RCA or an optical Toslink
connection. Incidentally, the three outputs can be used together and at the same time. This also applies to all analog
outputs. If the converter in the MIC 2 A / D is not to be synchronized by its internal frequency generator, it can optionally
also be externally clocked via AES / EBU or S / PDIF, special inputs are available for this. Word clock synchronization is
also possible as an option; the corresponding BNC socket is already installed.

It is hardly surprising that the back of the MIC 2 A / D is well filled with this equipment, but the same can be said of the
front panel. There, too, the developers in Shanghai, recently including Michael Conrad, who formerly worked for the
Outsider Team in Giessen, well-known among audiophiles, didn't waste a square centimeter. In addition to the
microphone and instrument inputs already mentioned, the developers have accommodated 15 blue backlit pushbuttons,
two four-stage rotary input switches, two LED chains as level meters and two gain controls, each consisting of an eight-
stage rotary switch and a rotary control.

At the push of a button, the phantom power can be switched on for each microphone input, which, as the measurement
laboratory finds out, is absolutely standard-compliant. It delivers a phantom voltage of 48.7 volts and can deliver more
than 20 milliamperes of current. Every condenser microphone is happy, problems with the power supply are excluded.
The input impedance is nominally nine kilo ohms, but can be reduced to 1.5 kilo ohms or 200 ohms. Manufacturers of
high-quality microphones, such as the Karlsruhe-based company Schoeps, however, plead for the highest possible input
resistance, then voltage adjustment will always prevail. With a lower input impedance, however, you can do sound
design. Many microphones then change their sound properties - but not always to the best, especially when it comes to



impulse behavior. A high-pass filter, here with a frequency of 70 Hertz, is part of the basic equipment of every regular
channel strip or microphone amplifier. For the sake of order, it should be mentioned that he is doing his job as expected.

Each of the two inputs can be rotated in phase, useful for recordings in which one microphone has to work out of phase
with the other. For example, when recording a tom-tom, this is the case when one microphone records above and the
other below the instrument. A special feature and not common is the loop mode, which can be activated in every
channel. At the push of a button, a peripheral device connected via the symmetrical send-return sockets can be looped
into the signal path. This considerably reduces the plug effort in the studio. The two input switches also prove to be very
practical, here Candeias shows his developmental origins from the hi-fi warehouse. The stylish knobs are not particularly
easy to grip but they look good and also have a pronounced pointer nose that leaves no doubt about the selected switch
position. The gain control per channel takes place once via a step rotary switch with eight positions of ten decibels as
well as a rotary control. Above the gain controls is a ten-step LED chain that is labeled "dB" but is intended to display
dBFS.

A button marked “Limiter” sits enthroned between the two gain groups, which - like all his colleagues, by the way - is
backlit in a very elegant blue, but the glow is not always clearly perceptible in very bright ambient light. This limiter works
in a purely passive way and is intended as a back-up nail when overdriving the converter is to be prevented. As can be
seen in the measurement laboratory and in practice with the MIC 2 A / D, it is better to keep your hands off the limiter,
put more effort into accurate levels and plan a little more headroom. Last but not least, there are two buttons on the far
left on the front with which the clock sync (internal, word clock, AES / EBU, Coax) and the sampling frequencies can be
set in eight steps (44.1 to 192 kHz).

In terms of measurement technology, the MIC 2 A / D leaves a somewhat ambivalent impression. As mentioned at the
beginning, Carlos Candeias follows a philosophy when designing his LEF circuit that is not necessarily mainstream. The
Finnish amplifier pope Mati Otala discovered TIM (transient intermodulation) distortion in the 1980s, when he was still in
the service of Harman Kardon. We are talking about dynamic distortions that arise with dynamic signals, but are not
noticeable with steady signals - and this also includes conventional measurement signals. Therefore they cannot be
detected even with conventional distortion measurements and some developers dismiss them as nonexistent.

Candeias has now, by his own admission, made these distortions verifiable and considers them extremely damaging to
the sound. According to his theory, the fact that some tube circuits cause significantly less dynamic distortion due to
their principle, so to speak, is the main reason why the tube sound seems more pleasant to many than the often cold
semiconductor sound. The much-invoked warm tube sound, which is based on harmonic distortion, is not mentioned
here. However, as always in life, it depends on the "know how", because - many listening tests in the studio of
Professional audio Magazin prove this - there are a lot of good to excellent sounding studio devices in semiconductor
technology on the market. Due to the special circuit structure, According to Candeias, dynamic distortions were reduced
to a minimum thanks to a particularly meticulous selection of components and the waiver of the over-all negative
feedback. On the other hand, the usual distortion values, which are otherwise easily under control by means of
appropriate negative feedback measures, are higher than with many competing products. This is confirmed in the
measurement laboratory of Professional audio Magazin. Distortion values   of 0.2 percent (20 to 20,000 Hertz) for a
transistor amplifier are actually above average, but certainly not a big deal. In the case of a tube amplifier, such values   
would be unquestionably excellent. The distortion spectrum of the MIC 2 A / D also shows a behavior similar to that of a
tube amplifier, the level of the harmonic distortions is of the same order of magnitude as the inharmonic. When the limiter
is activated - you can find these diagrams at www.professional-audio.de - the inharmonic distortion in particular
increases significantly, even if there is no question of overmodulation after a long time. To come to the point: this also
has a negative impact on the sound. Therefore the recommendation: stay away from the limiter. Incidentally, the Aqvox
makes a lot more tinkling through the instrument input. On average, the values   are one percent, towards the bass they
rise over five percent. Incidentally, the Aqvox makes a lot more tinkling through the instrument input. On average, the
values   are one percent, towards the bass they rise over five percent. Incidentally, the Aqvox makes a lot more tinkling
through the instrument input. On average, the values   are one percent, towards the bass they rise over five percent.



Common mode rejection is excellent in the mids and highs, but worsens in the lower mids and lows. There the
attenuation drops from an excellent -75 decibels to below -50 decibels in the left channel. The frequency responses are
flawless at all inputs, which is why we do not publish them. The input sensitivity of the microphone input is around 50
decibels for +4 dBu at the analog output. Quiet microphones such as dynamic ribbon microphones can get into trouble.
The manufacturer therefore offers the MIC 2 A / D with a higher gain on request. For an output level at the digital output
(AES / EBU) of -1 dBFS, the sensitivity is 48 decibels. The values   for the line inputs are absolutely identical. The
maximum output voltage is 13.5 decibels. The external and noise voltage ratios are on the safe side of 84 and 87
decibels for the microphone inputs. The values   for the line inputs differ slightly on the left.

The FFT spectrum shows the following effect: If you switch the sampling frequency during this measurement and the D /
A converter is still in the pause for a few seconds, both channels are equally good. But then there is an additional
interference spectrum in the left channel, which is located directly next to the digital outputs, which worsens the value by
a few decibels - not bad, but noticeable in terms of measurement. The converter linearity of the Aqvox is noticeably
linear and gives the built-in Burr-Brown converters good marks.

The relatively long stay in the measurement laboratory naturally increases the tension after the answer to the question:
How does it sound? After all, Carlos Candeias has raised expectations with his circuit philosophy - and he kept his word
with the measured values. To bring it to the denominator: The Aqvox MIC 2 A / D is without a doubt one of the excellent
sounding microphone preamps. For months he has been doing his job in the studio of Professional audio Magazin and
can be found again and again in the most diverse recording setups. The editors benefit from the variety of connection
and integration options. A sound pattern emerges very quickly that can be described as powerful, fast and transparent.
Compared to our reference preamplifier F355 from Lake People, the Aqvox sounds a little thicker in the bass and lower
mids, but without inflating this area in any way. Everything remains very tidy and transparent. Sometimes the impression
arises that Lake People is even more contoured. In the middle, both amplifiers give nothing or not much that can be
clearly reproduced. The sound is extremely open and three-dimensional. Provided that the microphones are
appropriately good, voices acquire a physicality that can be enchanting. When it comes to the finest resolution, however,
the Lake People sometimes has the edge, if only a touch. Quiet handle noises, for example, are a nuance more
accentuated and tangible. However, so be limited These differences already play out in the microcosm of perception.
The height resolution is excellent with both amplifiers. Percussive signals come with whipping speed and accuracy. Here
some of the testers even see the Aqvox at an advantage, others see the Lake People. All in all, the Aqvox MIC 2 A / D
must and can be said to have an excellent sound.

Conclusion
With the MIC 2 A / D, Carlos Candeias and his team created a really extraordinary microphone preamplifier. In
terms of measurement technology, it cannot hold a candle to many big names, but in terms of sound it can. Its
equipment turned out to be lavish, at least it comes with an integrated D / A converter, and its operation, apart
from a few small things, is practical. If you are looking for a microphone preamplifier with such properties, you
should definitely take a look at the Aqvox MIC 2 A / D or even better listen to it.
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